
RED STATIONS PAY A BRACELET - GREEN EARN A BRACELET - YELLOW FREE STATION
1 Steve’s FunRace Obstacle Course

2 Dustin's Cadet Obstacle Course

3 Hawkins Race Obstacle Course

4 Reverse Dunk Tank into the Upside Down

5 Demogorgon Escape Slide

6 Hopper’s Dash Training
Start at the cone with two sand weights - run around the cone and return to the bucket - place weight in the bucket and run back around the cone and return to the 
starting cone! (WINNER ONLY)

7 Billy’s Tire Change Race Rolling tire RACE! Competitors roll the tire around the cone and back to the starting line! (Complete correctly to receive a wristband)

8 Max and 11’s 3 Legged Race Get a buddy and tie legs together, race two other people to cone and back! (FINISH CORRECTLY GET A BRACELET)

9 Eddie’s 1v1 Tug A War Stand on the Dome Step - pick up tug a war batton and on the whistle try to pull the other person off their dome. (WINNER ONLY)

10 Nancy’s Toss Target Throw Stand at the cone and try to throw a ball into the trash can. Play till you make it in for a bracelet.

11 Demodogs Dash! Challenge someone to a straight out RACE with an ALIEN on your HEAD!! Winner gets a bracelet. (WINNER ONLY)

12 Will’s Endurance Contest - rain by HENDRIX Up to 10 Players - Ms. Hendrix plays music if you can last the WHOLE song you get one WRISTBAND. Jump Rope or Hula Hoop contest.

13 Robin’s Ice Cream Builders
Crate full of crazy assorted stuff. You must pick up all the stuff out of the crate and run around the cone without dropping anything. If you drop something you have to 
pick it up before you return. Winner gets there to the starting line first. (FINISH CORRECTLY GET A BRACELET)

14 Dr. Brenner’s Training Tire Flip Race Two contestants square off. On the whistle they flip the tire to the cone and back. (WINNER RECEIVES A BRACELET)

15 Mike’s Hurdles Start at the starting line - they must run the length of the track while hurdling the white hurdles. (WINNER ONLY)

16 Lucas’s Basketball Space Force Tryouts Kinder and 1st 5 shots (small ball and move cone up) 2/3rd 4 Shots - 4/5th 3 shots. You must make it in the basket to earn a bracelet. (Only one basketball outside)

17 AV Club GaGa Ball - 2nd-5th 9 People enter - 1 person leaves with 2 wristbands. (2 balls in the pit to speed up game)

18 HawkinsResearch Containment Facility (Jail)
Students may “arrest” another student by approaching the Sheriff and paying ONE wristband. Students can get out of the containment facility by paying 1 wristband, or 
rolling the die and doing a certain exercise or waiting 2 minutes.

19 D&D Beyblade Battle Two people from the line pick a beyblade and LET ER RIP! Winner Gets Wristband!

20 Art Station YES You are an ART-EEST!

21 Photo Booth Say CHEESE!

22 First Aid Station Ouch!

23 DJ Hendrix! Drop the beat! No REQUESTS!

24 Water Station Head Inside, get a quick drink and get back to the fun! Water Fountains (hallway blocked off)


